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ANNEX « C » 
CABIN OPTIONS 

In order to create a unique and creative village, options are available for artists to make their own cabin for their artistic 
concept.  Artists must create their cabin within these options only. They are handcrafted in natural solid pine wood in the 
board and batten style with black hinges. Each cabin will be supplied with 15-ampere at 120 Volts electricity.They will be 
delivered on the site of the exhibition, Confederation Park, the week of January 20, 2014.  

Please select your options 

1- CABIN OPTIONS 
Please check one option  

 Option A:  8’X10’ with porch, two simple doors (front and back walls) and 2 windows

 Option B:  8’X10’ with double doors and 3 windows

 Option C:  8’X8’ with two simple doors (front and back walls) and 2 windows

Note: Windows sizes are 24”X32”. There is no glass or screen in the windows. Windows can be close with shutters. Double 
doors are 60” wide and simple doors are 30” wide. 

2- EXTERIOR WALL COLORS 
Please check one option   

Since exterior painting conditions are not optimal during winter, exterior walls can be painted while they are fabricating the 
cabin. Note that all exterior walls will be painted the same color otherwise specified (e.g. one wall only). Interior walls will 
be delivered natural pine as blank canvas for the artists.  

 Neutral (natural pine)

 Painted (provide color number or send paint chip). PCH will do its best to match the chips to their available paint.

Color number and Paint Company:   ___________________________________ 

3- COLORED METAL ROOF OPTIONS 
Please check one option   

 Red

 Green

 Black

 Brown

 Blue



OPTION A 8’X10’ with porch, two simple doors (at the front and at the back) and 2 windows. 
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Note: Windows sizes are 24”X32”. There is no glass or screen in the windows. Windows can be close with shutters. Double doors are 60” wide 

and simple doors are 30” wide.  



OPTION B   8’X10’ with double doors and 3 windows 
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Note: Windows sizes are 24”X32”. There is no glass or screen in the windows. Windows can be close with shutters. Double doors are 60” wide 

and simple doors are 30” wide.  



OPTION C 8’X8’ with one simple door at the front and one at the back and 2 windows 
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Note: Windows sizes are 24”X32”. There is no glass or screen in the windows. Windows can be close with shutters. Double doors are 60” wide 

and simple doors are 30” wide.  




